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BIN05 
 

 
 

 

Where are you from? 
I`m from Japan. 

 
 
 

1Pronunciation 
 
The sound of EHas in chEck, mEss 

 
 

Pronounce these words in pairs: 
 

Pet-pat, wet-wait, tell-tail, test-taste, pepper-paper 
 

better, sweat, death, jest, ketchup 
 
 

2Vocabulary 
 
1. pick up-(pv) - Take in one's hand 
2. come from-(pv) - The source of something 
3. liquor-(n) - Any fermented alcoholic drink like whiskey or vodka. 
4. declare-(v) - To say or announce a plan , choice, or opinion. 
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3Reading 
 

Hiro picks up his luggage. 
He goes to customs. 
He talks to the official. 

 
 
Official: Where are you coming from? 
Hiro : I`m from Japan. 
Official: Do you have anything to declare? 
Hiro :  Declare? 
Official: Yes.  do you have any fresh fruit, cigarettes, or liquor? 
Hiro : Cigarettes. I have some cigarettes. 
Official: How many cartons? 
Hiro : Cartons?  Ten packs. I have ten packs. 
Official: That`s one carton.  That`s OK. Nothing else? 
Hiro : No, nothing else. 
Official:  OK, thank you. Enjoy your stay. 
Hiro : Thank you. 
. 

 
4Focus on Grammar 

 
AIdentify 

 

 
 
The verb "has" is used in three ways: 

1.  As a main verb showing possession: "He has a new book." 
2.  To show a perfect tense:"They have eaten." 
3.  To show a requirement, similar to 'must' :"You have to carry a passport to enter 

another country." 
How is "have" used in the sentence(s) below? 
1. Do you have anything to declare? 
2. do you have any fresh fruit, cigarettes, or liquor? 
3. I have ten packs. 
4. I have some cigarettes. 

 

 
 
BPractice - Sentence Writing 

 
 
Write original sentences using the grammar in this exercise. 
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1. 
 
2. 

 
3. 

 
4. 

 
5. 

 
 
have 

 

5Word Roots and Stems 
 
AIdentify 

 

The suffix al adds "related to" to the meaning of a word, like natural. 

Find the word that ends with -al in each sentence. 

1. Official : 
2. He talks to the official. 

 

 
 
BPractice 

Fill in the blanks below, just as in the models. 

national    
 

intellectual intellect + ual She is an intellectual writer. 
 

natural (nature - e) + al I like to relax in natural place. 
 

spiritual    
 

optional    
 

gradual    
 

 
6Vocabulary 

 
1. He drank too much   and fell asleep in his chair. 

2. He   his love for her. 

3. Please   the paper on the floor. 

4. The recipe   her grandmother. 


